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Crowdsourced 3D Mapping: A Combined Multi-View Geometry and
Self-Supervised Learning Approach
Hemang Chawla, Matti Jukola, Terence Brouns, Elahe Arani, and Bahram Zonooz
Abstract— The ability to efficiently utilize crowd-sourced
visual data carries immense potential for the domains of large
scale dynamic mapping and autonomous driving. However,
state-of-the-art methods for crowdsourced 3D mapping assume
prior knowledge of camera intrinsics. In this work we propose
a framework that estimates the 3D positions of semantically
meaningful landmarks such as traffic signs without assuming
known camera intrinsics, using only monocular color camera
and GPS. We utilize multi-view geometry as well as deep learn-
ing based self-calibration, depth, and ego-motion estimation
for traffic sign positioning, and show that combining their
strengths is important for increasing the map coverage. To
facilitate research on this task, we construct and make available
a KITTI based 3D traffic sign ground truth positioning dataset.
Using our proposed framework, we achieve an average single-
journey relative and absolute positioning accuracy of 39 cm and
1.26 m respectively, on this dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in computer vision has enabled the im-
plementation of autonomous vehicle prototypes across urban
and highway scenarios [1]. Autonomous vehicles need ac-
curate self-localization in the environment allowing them to
plan their actions. For accuracy in localization, the High Def-
inition (HD) maps of the environments containing informa-
tion on 3D geometry of road boundaries, lanes, traffic signs,
and other semantically meaningful landmarks are necessary.
However, the process of creating these HD maps involves the
use of expensive sensors mounted on the collection vehicles
[2], thereby limiting the scale of their coverage. It is also
desired that any changes in the environment, such as the
type or positions of traffic signs, are regularly reflected in
the map. Therefore, the creation and maintenance of HD
maps at scale remain a challenge.
To extend the map coverage to more regions or update
the landmarks over time, crowdsourced maps are an at-
tractive solution. However, in contrast with the automotive
data collection vehicles with high grade calibrated sensors,
crowdsourced maps would require the use of consumer-
grade sensors whose intrinsics may be unknown, or change
over time. The commonly available sensors for crowdsourced
mapping are a monocular color camera and a global position-
ing system (GPS). To utilize these sensors for crowdsourced
mapping, it is required to perform camera self-calibration
followed by monocular depth or ego-motion estimation.
Over the years, geometry as well as deep learning based
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Fig. 1. 3D traffic sign triangulation for KITTI. The estimated signs are
shown in blue, and the corresponding ground truth signs are shown in green.
The computed path of the vehicle used for triangulation is depicted in red.
approaches have been proposed to compute the camera
intrinsics [3]–[5], and estimate the depth/ego-motion [4], [6]–
[8] from a sequence of images. However, the state-of-the-
art solution to crowdsourced mapping assumes the camera
intrinsics to be known a priori, and relies upon only geometry
based ego-motion estimation [9].
Geometry based approaches for self-calibration and vi-
sual depth/ego-motion estimation often depend on carefully
designed features and matching them across frames. Thus,
they fail in scenarios with limited features such as highways,
during illumination change, occlusions, or have poor match-
ing due to structure repetitiveness. Recently, deep learning
based approaches for camera self-calibration as well as depth
and ego-motion estimation have been proposed [4], [8], [10],
[11]. These methods perform in an end-to-end fashion and
often being self-supervised, enable application in challenging
scenarios. They are usually more accurate than geometry
based approaches on short linear trajectories, resulting in
a higher local agreement with the ground truth [4], [8].
Moreover, deep learning based approaches can estimate
monocular depth from a single frame as opposed to geometry
based approaches that require multiple frames. Nonetheless,
the localization accuracy of geometry based approaches is
higher for longer trajectories due to loop closure and bundle
adjustment. Therefore, we hypothesize that eliminating the
requirement to know the camera intrinsics a priori while
mapping through a hybrid of geometry and deep learning
methods, will increase the global map coverage and enhance
the scope of its application.
In this work, we focus on the 3D positioning of traffic
signs, as it is critical to the safe performance of autonomous
vehicles, and is useful for traffic inventory and sign mainte-
nance. We propose a framework for crowdsourced 3D traffic
sign positioning that combines the strengths of geometry and
deep learning approaches to self-calibration and depth/ego-
motion estimation. Our contributions are as follows:
• We evaluate the sensitivity of the 3D position triangu-
lation to the accuracy of the self-calibration.
• We quantitatively compare deep learning and multi-
view geometry based approaches to camera self-
calibration, as well as depth and ego-motion estimation
for crowdsourced traffic sign positioning.
• We demonstrate crowdsourced 3D traffic sign posi-
tioning using only GPS information and a monocular
color camera without the prior knowledge of camera
parameters.
• We show that combining the strengths of deep learning
with multi-view geometry is important for increased
map coverage.
• To facilitate evaluation and comparison on this task, we
construct and provide an open source 3D traffic sign
ground truth positioning dataset on KITTI1.
II. RELATED WORK
a) Traffic sign 3D positioning: Arnoul et al. [12] used
a Kalman filter for tracking and estimating positions of
traffic signs in static scenes. In contrast, Madeira et al. [13]
estimated traffic sign positions through least-squares trian-
gulation using GPS, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and
wheel odometry. Approaches using only a monocular color
camera and GPS were also proposed [14], [15]. However,
Welzel et al. [15] utilized prior information about the size
and height of traffic signs to achieve an average absolute
positioning accuracy up to 1m. A similar problem of map-
ping the 3D positions and orientations of traffic lights was
tackled by Fairfield et al. [16]. For related tasks of 3D
object positioning and distance estimation, deep learning
approaches [17]–[20] have been proposed. However, they
primarily focus on volumetric objects, ignoring the near-
planar traffic signs. Recently, Dabeer et al. [9] proposed an
approach to crowdsource the 3D positions and orientations
of traffic signs using cost-effective sensors with known
camera intrinsics, and achieved a single journey average
relative and absolute positioning accuracy of 46 cm and 57
cm respectively. All the above methods either relied upon
collection hardware dedicated to mapping the positions of
traffic control devices or assumed known accurate camera
intrinsics.
b) Camera self-calibration: Geometry based ap-
proaches for self-calibration use two or more views of
the scene to estimate the focal lengths [21], [22], while
1https://github.com/hemangchawla/
3d-groundtruth-traffic-sign-positions.git
often fixing the principal point at the image center [23].
Structure from motion (SfM) reconstruction using a sequence
of images has also been applied for self-calibration [5],
[24]. Moreover, deep learning approaches have been pro-
posed to estimate the camera intrinsics using a single image
through direct supervision [25]–[28], or as part of a multi-
task network [3], [4]. While self-calibration is essential for
crowdsourced 3D traffic sign positioning, its utility has not
been evaluated until now.
c) Monocular Depth and Ego-Motion estimation:
Multi-view geometry based monocular visual odometry
(VO), and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
estimate the camera trajectory using visual feature matching
and local bundle adjustment [6], [29], or through minimiza-
tion of the photometric reprojection error [7], [30], [31]. Su-
pervised learning approaches predict monocular depth [32]–
[34] and ego-motion [10], [35] using ground truth depths
and trajectories, respectively. In contrast, self-supervised
approaches jointly predict ego-motion and depth utilizing
image reconstruction as a supervisory signal [4], [8], [11],
[36]–[39]. Self-supervised depth prediction has also been
integrated with geometry based direct sparse odometry [7]
as a virtual depth signal [40]. However, some of these self-
supervised approaches rely upon stereo image pairs during
training [37]–[40].
III. METHOD
In this section, we describe our proposed system for 3D
traffic sign positioning. The input is a sequence of n color
images I = {I0, . . . , In−1} of width w and height h, and
corresponding GPS coordinates G = {g0, . . . , gn−1}. The
output is a list of m detected traffic signs with the corre-
sponding class identifiers Ci, absolute positions pabsi , and the
relative positions {preli,j } with respect to the corresponding
frames j in which the sign was detected. An overview of the
proposed system for 3D traffic sign positioning is depicted in
Fig. 2. Our system comprises of the following key modules:
A. Traffic Sign Detection & Inter-frame Sign Association
The first requirement for the estimation of 3D positions
of traffic signs is detecting their coordinates in the image
sequence and identifying their class. The output of this step
is a list of 2D bounding boxes enclosing the detected signs,
and their corresponding track and frame numbers. Using the
center of the bounding box we extract the coordinates of
the traffic sign in the image. However, we disregard those
bounding boxes that are detected at the edge of the images
to account for possible occlusions.
B. Camera Self-Calibration
For utilizing the crowdsourced image sequences to esti-
mate the 3D positions of traffic signs, we must perform self-
calibration for cameras whose intrinsics are previously un-
known. For this work, we utilize the pinhole camera model.
From the set of geometry based approaches, we evaluate the
Structure from Motion based method using Colmap [5]. Note
that self-calibration suffers from ambiguity for the case of
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Fig. 2. Single Journey 3D Traffic Sign Positioning Framework. Components in purple represent the inputs to the framework. Components in green
represent the outputs of the three primary steps of the system. The crowdsourced mapping engine in orange depicts the traffic sign positioning data coming
from different vehicles. Traffic Sign Positioning can be performed using ego-motion or depth estimation. Fig. 3 elaborates upon the respective approaches.
forward motion with parallel optical axes [21]. Therefore we
only utilize those parts of the sequences in which the car is
turning. To extract the sub-sequences in which the car is
turning, the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm [41],
[42] is used. From the deep learning based approaches, we
evaluate the Self-Supervised Depth From Videos in the Wild
(VITW) [4]. The burden of annotating training data [25], [28]
makes supervised approaches inapplicable to crowdsourced
use-cases.
C. Camera Ego-Motion and Depth Estimation
Given the camera calibration, the 3D traffic sign position-
ing requires the computation of the camera ego-motion or
depth as shown in Fig. 2 and 3.
a) Ego-Motion: For applying approach A described in
Fig. 3 to 3D traffic sign positioning, the ego-motion of
the camera must be computed from the image sequence.
Note that camera-calibration through Colmap involves SfM,
but only utilizes those sub-sequences which contain a turn
(Sec. III-B). Therefore, we evaluate state-of-the-art geometry
based monocular approach ORB-SLAM [6] against self-
supervised Monodepth 2 [11] and VITW. While the geom-
etry based approaches compute the complete trajectory for
the sequence, the self-supervised learning based approaches
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Fig. 3. Two approaches to estimating 3D traffic sign positions. Approach
A uses camera intrinsics to perform ego-motion estimation and generate
camera poses. Approach B uses camera intrinsics to perform depth estima-
tion and generate a depth map per image. Approaches A and B utilize the
camera poses and depth maps along with the traffic signs’ image coordinates
to compute the 3D positions of traffic signs. The modules in green depict
the primary steps from Fig. 2.
output the camera rotation and translation per image pair.
The adjacent pair transformations are then concatenated
to compute the complete trajectory. After performing vi-
sual ego-motion estimation, we use the GPS coordinates
to scale the estimated trajectory. First, we transform the
GPS geodetic coordinates to local East-North-Up (ENU)
coordinates. Thereafter, using the Umeyama’s algorithm [43],
a similarity transformation, (rotation Re, translation te, and
scale se) is computed that scales and aligns the estimated
camera positions (t0,j ,∀j = 1 . . . n) with the ENU positions
(g0,j ,∀j = 1 . . . n) minimizing the mean squared error
between them. The scaled and aligned camera positions are
therefore given by
t′0,j = seRet0,j + te. (1)
Thereafter, this camera trajectory is used for computation of
the 3D traffic sign positions as described in section III-D.
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Fig. 4. Scaling of depth using similar triangles (top view). For any object
S (e.g. traffic sign) in the scene, the depths d1 and d2 from consecutive
camera positions P1 and P2 can be scaled with a common factor sd. Since
4 SP1P2 ∼ 4 SP’1P’2, this scaling does not affect angles α and β. The
scaling factor sd is given by the ratio of tscaled to tunscaled, where t represents
the relative translation between the frames.
b) Monocular Depth: For applying approach B de-
scribed in Fig. 3 to 3D traffic sign positioning, dense monoc-
ular depth maps are needed. To generate the depth maps,
we evaluate the self-supervised approaches, Monodepth 2,
and VITW. These approaches simultaneously predict the
monocular depth as well as the ego-motion of the camera.
While the estimated dense depth maps maintain the relative
depth of the observed objects, we obtain metric depth by
preserving forward and backward scale consistency. Given
camera calibration matrix K, the shift in pixel coordinates
due to rotation Rj+1,j and translation tj+1,j between adja-
cent frames j and j + 1, is given by
d(cj+1)cj+1 = KRj+1,jK
−1d(cj)cj +Ktj+1,j , (2)
where d(cj) and d(cj+1) represent the unscaled depths
corresponding to the homogeneous coordinates of pixels cj
and cj+1. By multiplying equation 2 with forward scale
estimate s′dj+1,j , it is seen that scaling the relative translation
tj+1,j similarly scales the depths d(cj) and d(cj+1). This is
also explained through the concept of similar triangles in
Fig. 4. Given relative ENU translation gj+1,j , we note that
the scaled relative translation is given by,
s′dj+1,j · tj+1,j = gj+1,j . (3)
Therefore, the forward scale estimate
s′dj+1,j =
‖gj+1,j‖
‖tj+1,j‖ . (4)
Similarly the backward scale estimate s′dj,j−1 is computed.
Accordingly, for frames j = 1 · · ·n − 2, the scaling factor
sdj is given by the average of forward and backward scale
estimates, s′dj+1,j and s
′
dj,j−1. Thereafter, these scaled dense
depth maps are used for computation of the 3D traffic sign
positions as described in section III-D.
D. 3D Positioning and Optimization
For the final step of estimating and optimizing the 3D po-
sitions of the detected traffic signs, we adopt two approaches
as shown in Fig. 3.
a) Approach A: In this approach, the estimated camera
parameters, the computed and scaled ego-motion trajectory,
and the 2D sign observations in images are used to com-
pute the sign position through triangulation. For a sign Si
observed in k frames, we compute the initial sign position
estimate piniti using the mid-point algorithm [44]. Thereafter,
non-linear Bundle Adjustment (BA) is applied to refine the
initial estimate by minimizing the reprojection error to output
pabsi = arg min
pi
∑
j
‖K(Rj,0pi + tj,0)− ci,j‖2
 . (5)
To compute the sign positions preli,j relative to frames j,
the estimated absolute sign position pabsi is projected to the
corresponding frames in which it was observed
preli,j = Rj,0p
abs
i + tj,0. (6)
If the relative depth of the sign is found to be negative,
triangulation of that sign is considered to be failed. We can
use this approach with the full trajectory of the sequence
or with short sub-sequences corresponding to the detection
tracks. The use of full and short trajectory for triangulation
is compared in section IV-D.
b) Approach B: In approach B, the estimated camera
parameters, the scaled dense depth maps, and the 2D sign
observations in images are used to compute the 3D traffic
sign positions through inverse projections. For a sign Si ob-
served in k frames, each corresponding depth map produces
a sign position hypothesis given by
preli,j = sdj · d(ci,j)K−1ci,j (7)
where ci,j represents the pixel coordinate of sign i in the
frame j, and sdj is the corresponding depth scaling factor.
Since, sign depth estimation may not be as reliable beyond
a certain distance, we discard that sign position hypothe-
ses whose estimated relative depth is more than 20m. For
computing the absolute coordinates of the sign, each relative
sign position is projected to the world coordinates, and their
centroid is computed as the absolute sign position,
pabsi =
∑
j [R0,j |t0,j ]preli,j
k
. (8)
Finally, for both the above approaches, the metric absolute
positions of traffic signs are converted back to the GPS
geodetic coordinates.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the best approach to 3D traffic sign
positioning, it is pertinent to consider the impact of the dif-
ferent components on the overall accuracy of the estimation.
First, we analyze the sensitivity of 3D traffic sign positioning
performance against the camera calibration accuracy, demon-
strating the importance of good self-calibration. Thereafter,
we compare approaches to ego-motion and depth estima-
tion, and camera self-calibration that compose the 3D sign
positioning system. Finally, the relative and absolute traffic
sign positioning errors corresponding to the approaches A
and B are evaluated. For the above comparisons, we use the
traffic signs found in the raw KITTI odometry dataset [45],
sequences (Seq) 0 to 10 (Seq 3 is missing from the raw
dataset), unless specified otherwise.
A. Ground Truth Traffic Sign Positions
While 3D object localization datasets usually contain
annotations for volumetric objects, such as vehicles and
pedestrians, such annotations for near-planar objects like
traffic signs are lacking. Furthermore, related works dealing
with 3D traffic sign positioning have relied upon closed
source datasets [9], [15]. Therefore we generate the ground
truth (GT) traffic sign positions required for validation of
the proposed approaches in the KITTI dataset. We choose
the challenging KITTI dataset, commonly used for bench-
marking ego-motion, as well as depth estimation because
it contains the camera calibration parameters, and synced
LiDAR information that allows annotation of GT 3D traffic
sign positions.
Fig. 5. Ground truth traffic sign positions are annotated using images and
mapped LiDAR scans.
As shown in Fig. 5, the LiDAR scans corresponding to the
images captured, along with the GT trajectory poses are used
to annotate the absolute as well as relative GT positions of
the traffic signs. In total, we have annotated 73 signs across
the 10 validation sequences.
B. Sensitivity to Camera Calibration
The state-of-the-art approach to 3D sign positioning relies
upon multi-view geometry triangulation. In this section,
we analyze the sensitivity of this method to the error in
the estimate of camera focal lengths and principal point.
To evaluate the sensitivity, we introduce error in the GT
camera intrinsics and perform SLAM, both with (w/) and
without (w/o) loop closure (LC) using the incorrect camera
matrix, followed by the sign position triangulation using
the full trajectory. Its performance for the corresponding
set of camera intrinsics is then evaluated as the mean of
relative positioning error normalized by the number of signs
successfully triangulated. We perform this analysis for KITTI
Seq 5 (containing multiple loops) and 7 (containing a single
loop). For each combination of camera parameters, we repeat
the experiment 10 times and report the minimum of the above
metric.
a) One-at-a-Time: The one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity
analysis measures the effect of error (-15% to +15%) in a
single camera parameter while keeping the others at their
GT values. Fig. 6 shows the sensitivity of sign positioning
performance to the error in focal lengths (fx and fy are
varied simultaneously) and principal point (cx and cy are
varied simultaneously). The performance w/ LC is better than
that w/o LC. Furthermore, the performance gap between tri-
angulation w/ and w/o LC is higher with a higher number of
loops (Seq 5). Moreover, the triangulation is more sensitive
to underestimating the focal length, and overestimating the
principal point, primarily at large errors.
b) Interaction: The interaction sensitivity analysis mea-
sures the effect of error (-5% to +5%) while varying the
focal lengths and the principal point simultaneously. Fig. 7
shows the sensitivity to the combined errors in focal lengths
and principal point for Seq 5 and Seq 7. The sensitivity to
varying the principal point is higher than the sensitivity to
varying the focal length for both the sequences. Furthermore
for this shorter range of errors, underestimating the focal
length and overestimating the principal point results in a
better performance than contrariwise. This is in contrast to
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Fig. 6. OAT sensitivity analysis. Top: Sensitivity analysis for the error in
focal lengths. Bottom: Sensitivity analysis for the error in principal point.
the observed effect when the percentage errors in intrinsics
are higher (cf. Fig. 6). Note that the best performance is not
achieved at zero percentage errors for the focal length and
principal point. We conclude that accurate estimation of the
camera intrinsics is pertinent for accurate sign positioning.
C. Sign Positioning Components Analysis
In order to compute the sign positions, we need the camera
intrinsics through self-calibration, and the ego-motion/depth
maps as shown in Fig. 2. Here we quantitatively compare
state-of-the-art deep learning and multi-view geometry based
methods to monocular camera self-calibration, as well as
depth and ego-motion estimation. For these experiments,
Monodepth 2 and VITW are trained on 44 sequences from
KITTI raw in the city, residential, and road categories.
a) Self-Calibration: Table I shows the average per-
centage error for self-calibration with VITW and Colmap.
VITW estimates the camera intrinsics for each pair of images
in a sequence. Therefore, we compute the mean (µ) and
median (m) of each parameter across image pairs as the final
estimate. To evaluate the impact of the turning radius on self-
calibration with VITW, we also compute the parameters con-
sidering only those frames detected as part of a turn (through
the RDP algorithm). Multi-view geometry based Colmap
gives the lowest average percentage error for each parameter.
The second best self-calibration estimation is given by VITW
Turns (m). However, both of the above fail in self-calibrating
the camera using Seq 4, which does not have any turns. For
such a sequence, VITW (m) performs better than VITW (µ).
All methods underestimate the focal length, and overestimate
the principal point. Moreover, VITW estimates the focal
length with higher magnitude of error compared to that of the
principal point. The upper bound for error estimate of fx is
inversely proportional to the amount of rotation ry about the
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Fig. 7. Interaction sensitivity analysis for focal lengths and principal point.
Top: Sensitivity of Seq 5 with multiple loop closures. Bottom: Sensitivity
of Seq 7 with single loop closure. The best performance is marked with a
red oval.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SELF-CALIBRATION APPROACHES.
Method δfx% δfy% δcx% δcy%
Colmap -0.90±1.51 -0.90±1.51 0.77±0.40 1.76±0.34
VITW (µ) -23.12±6.68 -25.55±3.28 1.07±0.59 3.64±1.14
VITW (m) -23.20±7.41 -25.33±3.63 0.99±0.61 3.32±1.10
VITW Turns (µ) -14.69±4.34 -22.96±2.83 1.25±0.38 4.08±1.17
VITW Turns (m) -11.82±6.65 -22.62±2.92 1.20±0.34 3.88±1.18
y axis [4]. . Therefore, estimates of fx and cx are better than
that of fy and cy for all methods, because of the near-planar
motion in the sequences.
b) Ego-Motion: Table II shows the average absolute
trajectory errors (ATE) in meters for full [46] and 5-frame
sub-sequences (ATE-5) [8] from ego-motion estimation. The
multi-view geometry based ORB-SLAM w/ LC has the
lowest ATE full. However, ORB-SLAM w/o LC has a higher
local agreement with the GT trajectory depicted by the lowest
ATE-5 mean of 0.0137 m. Both ORB-SLAM methods suffer
from track failure for Seq 1, unlike Monodepth 2 and VITW.
For Seq 1, VITW has a better performance than Monodepth
2. While Monodepth 2 has the lowest ATE-5 Std, and an
ATE-5 mean similar to that of ORB-SLAM w/o LC, its ATE
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF EGO-MOTION ESTIMATION APPROACHES.
Method ATE Full ATE-5 Mean ATE-5 Std
ORB-SLAM (w/ LC) 17.034 0.015 0.017
ORB-SLAM (w/o LC) 37.631 0.014 0.015
VITW (Learned) 85.478 0.031 0.026
Monodepth2 (Average) 66.494 0.014 0.010
full is much higher than that of the ORB-SLAM methods.
c) Depth: Table III shows the performance of depth
estimation based on the metrics defined by Zhou et al. [8].
While Monodepth 2 outperforms VITW in all the metrics, its
training uses the average camera parameters from the dataset
being trained on, thereby necessitating some prior knowledge
about the dataset.
Thus, we conclude that for self-calibration, Colmap,
VITW (m), and VITW Turns (m) are the better choices.
For sign positioning with Approach A using ego-motion
estimation, ORB-SLAM (w/ and w/o LC) are the better
choices. However, for sign positioning with Approach B
using depth estimation, both Monodepth 2 and VITW need to
be considered. Finally, it is hypothesized that a combination
of multi-view geometry and deep learning approaches is
needed for successful sign positioning in all sequences.
D. 3D Positioning Analysis
We compare the accuracy of 3D traffic sign positioning
using Approach A against Approach B. We also compare the
effect of multi-view geometry and deep learning based self-
calibration on the 3D sign positioning accuracy. We compute
the average relative sign positioning error normalized by the
number of signs successfully positioned as the metric.
Table IV shows the comparison of the mean performance
of 3D traffic sign positioning for the different combinations
of self-calibration and depth/ego-motion estimation tech-
niques. The average relative sign positioning error using the
full and short trajectories is denoted by ef and es respec-
tively, while m denotes the average number of successfully
positioned signs. The relative sign positioning error using
depth maps in Approach B is denoted by e. Note that the
best average performance is given by Approach A using
Colmap for self-calibration and short ORB-SLAM (w/o LC)
for ego-motion estimation. The better performance of ORB-
SLAM w/o LC for relative sign positioning is explained by
the lower ATE-5 (Table II) as compared to ORB-SLAM
w/ LC. Therefore, approach A using short sub-sequences
for triangulation generally performs better than approach B.
However, it is not the case for all the sequences. For Seq 1,
where ORB-SLAM fails tracking, the best sign positioning
error is given by Approach B using a combination of Colmap
for self-calibration and Monodepth 2 for depth estimation.
For Seq 4 which does not contain any turns, calibration with
Colmap or VITW Turns (m) is not feasible, and VITW (m)
has to be used.
While ORB-SLAM (short) w/o LC gives better relative
positioning error than w/ LC, the average absolute position-
ing error is lower when using ORB-SLAM w/ LC (1.15 m)
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF DEPTH ESTIMATION APPROACHES.
Method ↓Abs Rel Diff ↓Sq Rel Diff ↓RMSE ↓RMSE (log) ↑δ < 1.25 ↑δ < 1.252 ↑δ < 1.253
VITW 0.172 1.325 5.662 0.246 0.767 0.920 0.970
Monodepth2 0.138 1.132 5.121 0.211 0.838 0.948 0.979
TABLE IV
AVERAGE RELATIVE SIGN POSITIONING ERRORS FOR APPROACHES A AND B. BEST RESULT IS IN BOLD. THE SECOND BEST IS UNDERLINED.
Approach A Approach B
ORB-SLAM w\LC ORB-SLAM w\o LC VITW Monodepth 2
Calibration ef es m ef /m es/m ef es m ef /m es/m e m e/m e m e/m
Colmap 1.01 0.32 4.2 0.24 0.09 2.05 0.28 4.1 0.58 0.07 5.51 3.3 1.98 2.97 3.6 1.64
VITW (m) 7.94 6.19 2.3 2.74 1.67 10.03 2.85 1.8 5.71 1.94 7.07 3.4 3.49 4.17 3.6 2.61
VITW turns (m) 5.21 2.70 3.4 1.29 0.72 4.09 0.67 3.4 1.00 0.22 5.93 3.3 2.12 3.53 3.5 1.98
TABLE V
RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE 3D TRAFFIC SIGN POSITIONING ERROR IN METERS USING PROPOSED FRAMEWORK.
Seq 0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Rel 0.35 1.09 0.24 2.1 0.07 0.48 0.22 0.82 0.32 0.10 0.58
Abs 0.79 1.56 0.84 4.62 0.20 1.19 0.34 4.32 0.92 0.60 1.54
than w/o LC (2.46 m). This is because the loop closures
help in correcting the accumulated trajectory drift, thereby
improving the absolute positions of the traffic signs.
We therefore propose a scheme for crowdsourced 3D traf-
fic sign positioning that combines the strengths of multi-view
geometry and deep learning techniques for self-calibration,
ego-motion and depth estimation to increase the map cover-
age. This scheme is shown in Fig. 8. The mean relative and
absolute 3D traffic sign positioning errors for each validation
sequence, computed using this scheme are shown in Table V.
With this approach, our single journey average relative and
absolute sign positioning error per sequence is 0.58 m and
1.54 m respectively. The average relative positioning error
for all frames is 0.39 m, while the absolute positioning error
for all signs is 1.26 m. Our relative positioning accuracy is
comparable to [9] which unlike our framework uses a camera
with known intrinsics, GPS, as well as an IMU to estimate
the traffic sign positions. Our absolute positioning accuracy
is comparable to [15], which also assumes prior knowledge
of camera intrinsics as well as the size and height of traffic
signs.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a framework for 3D traffic sign
positioning using crowdsourced data from only monocular
color cameras and GPS, without prior knowledge of camera
intrinsics. We demonstrated that combining the strengths of
multi-view geometry and deep learning based approaches to
self-calibration, depth and ego-motion estimation results in
an increased map coverage. We validated our framework on
traffic signs in the public KITTI dataset for single journey
sign positioning. In the future, the sign positioning accuracy
can be further improved with optimization for multiple
journeys over the same path. We will also explore the effect
of camera distortion and rolling shutter in the crowdsourced
data to expand the scope of our method.
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Fig. 8. 3D Traffic Sign Positioning Framework combining strengths of
Multi-View Geometry and Deep Learning for increasing map coverage.
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